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What Do I Need? 

 

In addition to the kit you will need – 

 

• sharp craft knife 

• a surface to work on (a craft cutting mat is 

ideal but a kitchen board or some strong 

cardboard will do) 

• metal ruler or straight-edge 

• masking tape (or clear tape) 

• PVA wood glue 

• clamp and small pieces of scrap board 

• varnish or lacquer 

• drill with 1-5mm wood bit(s) 

• a protractor or 60/90 degree set-square will 

help for some designs. 

 

NB: shapes & colours may vary from those illustrated 

 

Introduction 

 

Welcome to the “Key Fobs and Pendants” marquetry 

kit from QJS Marquetry.  The kit contains materials 

and veneers to allow you to make 3 attractive 

marquetry items and mount them as either key fobs 

(or handbag charms) or jewellery pendants. 
 

 

Getting Started 

 

For the designs explained in these instructions you can start straight away. If, however, you want to try 

something more complex – such as a marquetry picture, an initial or monogram or the hearts shown – you are 

advised to follow our "Introduction to Marquetry by the Window Method" instructions and make the included 

"leaf" practice exercise. 

(Instructions available at http://qjsmarquetry.co.uk/downloads/instructions-window-method.pdf) 

 

You will find it helpful to create templates for the different MDF shapes in the kit.  Place each shape onto stiff 

paper or card and carefully cut round with a knife.  The cut out shapes can be used for doodling your ideas.  

The card with the hole can be used over your design as it progresses to check it is the correct size and looks 

how you want. 

Design 1 – “Random” 

 

This is the simplest design and can be made with no prior planning – just 

start and see how it turns out!  Select two contrasting veneers and trim off 

and discard a thin sliver using a straightedge.  Keep your knife vertical so 

the cut edge is perpendicular.  Bring the two cut edges together and tape 

them - don’t necessarily keep the grain direction the same on the two 

pieces, this is a “random” design!  Turn the piece over and rub a small 

amount of PVA glue into the join. 

 

Cut through the assembled piece at an angle to the first join, trim a third piece of veneer and tape and glue 

that in place (always tape the same side – which will become the front of your design).  Repeat as necessary, 

adding more colours until you are happy with your design (check using the hole template made earlier).  The 

simplest random design is the “fan” shape, but you can change the angles between pieces as you like – have 

fun! 

 

You may want to make a second design for the reverse side of your shape, or you could just use a plain piece 

of veneer.  When you are happy with your design(s) move on to – “Sticking Down” below. 
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Design 2 – “Aztec” 

 

The “Aztec” design is made in a very similar fashion to the “Random” design, except that 

all joints are made at 60 degrees to each other (a school protractor or set-square will 

help).  See the skateboard on page 4 for an idea how the “Aztec” design can turn out. 

 

 

Design 3 – “Mondrian” 

 

These designs are loosely based on the work of 

Piet Mondrian, the Dutch painter who specialised 

in geometric designs using areas of bold colours 

interspersed with black lines.  Trim two pieces of 

veneer, one of them black, and tape together.  Trim the black to leave 

a thin line.  Then trim and tape on a contrasting veneer. 

 

Cut across the assembly at 90 degrees and fit a second piece of black.  Again trim the black down to a thin line.  

Add further pieces to complete your design. 

 

Hint: make two assemblies, each with one or more parallel black lines.  Trim both at 90 degrees, then join 

them together with an intervening black line. 

 

Continue adding pieces until your design is complete. 

 

Sticking Down 

Check, using the card template, that your design is the correct size and that there is no tape on the “glue-side” 

of your work, only on the front.  Place the MDF shape onto the glue side and draw round with a pencil – this 

mark will help alignment when gluing. 

Rub PVA glue onto one side of the MDF shape and place onto the glue side of the veneer.  Clamp together 

between some scrap board for 30 minutes or so until the glue has dried. 
 

Trimming 

Remove the shape from the clamp(s) and carefully trim off the excess veneer using a sharp craft knife.  Stick 

the design or plain veneer for the second side in the same way. 

 

Drilling the Hole 

Mark where you want your mounting hole and select your drill bit.  For pendants the hole can either be small, 

to take a jump ring, or quite large and used as a feature, but for key fobs we recommend a 4-5mm hole to 

accommodate the cord.  Clamp the shape down onto a piece of scrap wood so that the back of the hole does 

not get dislodged when the drill breaks through. 

 

Sanding & Polishing 

 

Once your glue is dried and you have trimmed and drilled your shape, give it a careful sanding using a 

moderate grit abrasive paper (180 - 240 grit).  Take care to remove dust (the brush on your vacuum cleaner is 

ideal) as the light and dark dusts can get into the opposite colour veneers and make your work look dull.  

Finally a coat or two of lacquer or varnish (follow the manufacturer’s instructions) will bring up the colours and 

make your item look splendid. 

 

More detailed instructions for mounting, sanding and polishing can be found on our website at: 

http://qjsmarquetry.co.uk/downloads/instructions-finishing.pdf 

 

Fitting a Pendant Cord 

 

The simplest way to fit a pendant cord is using a clove hitch as 

shown.  Alternatively use a small (1-2mm hole) and fit a jump 

ring, through which the cord is threaded.  When opening and 

closing jump rings use a twisting motion, do not lever the ends 

of the ring apart in the plane of the ring.  

 

Trim the cord to the required length and knot. 
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Tying a Key Fob Cord 

 

Your completed shape can be firmly attached to a key ring using a “cobra” knot as follows. 

 

Hint: there are some excellent videos showing different cord knots on YouTube – search for “paracord” 

 

Drill the MDF shape with a 4-5mm hole.  Cut a 600mm length of cord and fasten it centrally to the MDF shape 

using a clove hitch (see above).  Position the key ring 40mm from the MDF shape and thread both ends of the 

cord through the ring – one from above and one below. 

 

Tie a small knot in the cord that emerges from underneath the ring, or attach a piece of tape.  This identifies 

this as the “bottom” cord which must ALWAYS stay underneath the central cords (it’s the yellow cord in the 

photo series). (Picture 1) 

 

 

Thread the “bottom” cord under the paired threads, leaving a loop.  Bring the “top” cord under the end of the 

“bottom” cord (picture 2), over the paired cords and through the loop (picture 3).  Pull tight.  Keep repeating 

this knot, ensuring that the “bottom” cord ALWAYS goes under the paired threads and “top” cord goes over. 

(Picture 4 shows the second knot) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When no further knots can be tied, tie off the ends.  (Note the two pictures above show the opposite sides of 

the knot – the knot may twist round during tying, but does not affect its strength.) 

 

Hint: cut ends of the cord can be prevented from fraying by gently melting using a small flame such as a lighter 

or candle. 

 

Hint: there are ways of weaving the ends back into the knot to give a secure and tidy knot – check YouTube for 

videos. 

 

 

For more help and information about marquetry please contact: 

 

• QJS Marquetry 

01785 850614 

www.qjsmarquetry.co.uk 

• The Marquetry Society 

www.marquetry.org 

 

 
Packing list: veneers, 3 x MDF shapes, 2m cord, 3 x jump rings, 3 x key-rings, instructions, Marquetry Society 

leaflet, practice exercise.  (NB: shapes & colours may vary from those illustrated) 
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Some ideas for you, some of which were made by students on my one-day courses … 


